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A mutual insurance company is an

#(-/,,5 .".5 #-5 )1(5 gffz5 35 #.-5 *)&#3")&ers. Policyholders in a mutual are “contractual
creditors”g of the assets of the company. This
means that a policyholder has ownership, membership, and contractual rights vested to them
by state law. When a mutual insurance company
demutualizes it converts completely to a stock
company owned by shareholders. When this

company. This makes the MIHC construction
one of the most creative ever conceived. In this
brief article we are going to discuss this interesting and somewhat complex financial edifice
by examining the basics of the conversion steps
more closely. There is much we can all learn
about this rarely discussed topic and whether
you are a financial professional or simply a policyholder, you need to know this information. If

Whether you are a financial professional or simply a policyholder,
you need to know this information. If you practice IBC (Infinite Banking
Concept) it is of utmost importance.
happens it loses its mutuality. A mutual insurance holding company (MIHC) is something
altogether different— it’s a hybrid of sorts. It is
not fully a mutual because the insurance company actually becomes a stock company too, but
because of the holding company feature, it is
able to retain its mutuality. The policyholder’s
ownership, membership, and contractual rights
are all still there in the MIHC structure, but
they are now separated within the new “split”
How Mutual Insurance Companies Really Work
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is of utmost importance.

Background
The financial services industry changed dra'.#&&35#(5gooo51#."5."5(.'(.5) 5."5Financial Services Modernization Act5B&-)5%()1(5
as the Gramm-Leach Bliley ActCh by eliminating
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many of the barriers that separated banking, investments, and insurance. These barriers were
originally put in place shortly after the Great
Depression. But this new deregulation law set
#(5').#)(55 ,(435) 5',!,-65+/#-#.#)(-65(5
#(#.#&5*/&#5)Ŀ,#(!-5B -C5.".51)/&5,-/&.5

gooo5)*(5."5)),5.)5'--#05)(-)&#.#)(5
of financial institutions at a much more rapid
rate. Some of these mergers were the largest on
,),85 Ļ5 ,-/&.5 ) 5 &&5 ) 5 ."#-5 ',!,7+/#-#.#)(5 '(#5 ,.5 n5 (%-5 )(.,)&&#(!5 jg8k5
percent of the country’s assets and the concen-

The Modernization Act of 1999 opened the door to massive consolidation
of financial institutions at a much more rapid rate.
in a conglomeration of financial service giants.
,)(#&&365'/"5) 5."#-5',!,5(5+/#-#.#)(5
.#0#.35)/,,5#(5."5gonf-5(5\of-5&)(!5fore this law was passed. Federal and state regulators had already been pushing for deregulation
) 5."-5#(-.#./.#)(-5 ),5+/#.5-)'5.#'85/.5#.5
1-5."5,&5-,0]-5(15#(.,*,..#)(5) 5
certain provisions of the Glass-Steagall Act of
goii5(5."5(%5 )&#(!5 .5 ) 5 gokl5 .".5
allowed banks and investment companies to begin entering into affiliated securities activities in
."5gomf-85))(5.", .,5."5#(-/,(5)'panies also followed suit. By the time the deregulation law became official, many commentators argued that Glass-Steagall was already
dead. In any event, the Modernization Act of
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insurers. These behemoths cross-sold all kinds
of financial products with tremendous marketing synergy. Due to this significant economic
change, one institution in particular came under
immense financial pressure — the mutual life
insurance company.
“Mutual insurers faced growing competition and the threat of acquisition from these
emerging financial conglomerates. Adding to
this pressure was foreign insurers’ growing interest in strategically acquiring insurers in the
U.S. — Additionally, the shift in consumer demand away from traditional protection prod-
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New York State, which had been a holdout, finally just ten days ago enacted
a law (November 13, 2013) to allow insurance carriers with less than $10
billion in assets to reorganize in a mutual holding company structure.
ucts and toward investment-oriented products
left mutual insurers at a disadvantage.”
State of the Life Insurance Industry
CIPR Study-August 20133
(5golk5.",51,5**,)2#'.&35gkf5'/./&5
insurance companies in the United States. By
goon55)#.35) 5./,#-515),%5((/&5
.#(!5 *),.5 B.),5 gn7hg65 goonC5 )(ŀ,'5)(&35nf5'/./&5#(-/,(5)'*(#-5#(5
2#-.(85 ),5,(.&35B)0',5hfgiC65."5
authors of the LMR conducted their own independent research and could find no more than
gi5.,/5'/./&5)'*(#-5,'#(#(!85)'5) 5
the reduction is due to a complete demutualization, which includes fifteen major life carriers
-/"5 -5 +/#.&65  65 )3&5 ]-65
MONY, Prudential, John Hancock and the industry’s largest, Metropolitan Life Insurance
)'*(3651"#"5.))%5.".5,)/.5#(5."5goof-85
On the other hand, according to the same Au!/-.5hfgi5 5./365mjz5) 5'/./&5#(-/,,5
,),!(#4.#)(-5 *, ),'5 .1(5 goom5 (5
hffg5 1,5 )(5 /-#(!5 ."5
5 ')&5 -5
opposed to a complete demutualization.4 Con-
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-+/(.&365."5LMR count for all life insurance
)'*(#-5 -.#&&5 &#'#(!5 '/./&#.35 B.,/5 '/./&-5 *&/-5 '/./&5 ")&#(!5 )'*(#-C5 #-5 ij85
One principal reason for this increasing trend
in this method of mutual reorganization is that
the MIHC structure provides the insurer the
means to recover from financial setback through
the sale of stock if needed, without abandoning their mutuality, which is unavoidable with a
complete demutualization.
The first mutual insurance holding company
B C5 -../.5 1-5 *--5 #(5 )15 #(5 gook8k
From this we gather that mutual insurance
holding companies are not exactly new corpo,.5,./,-85 (5."5gn53,-5-#(5."#,5-(.5
in the industry most states now have this legal
reorganization option on their books. New York
State, which had been a holdout, finally just ten
3-5!)5(.55&15B)0',5gi65hfgiC5.)5
&&)15#(-/,(5,,#,-51#."5&--5."(5qgf5#&lion in assets to reorganize in a mutual holding
company structure.l Since there are several carriers fitting this profile domiciled in New York
we may again see a change very soon in the mutual life insurance industry’s landscape.
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Diagram A is a re-creation from a similar diagram presented at the New York Annual Meeting of the Society
of Actuaries October 18-21, 1998, Panelist and Presenter, Carl M. Harris, Principal with Deloitte & Touche in
Des Moines, Iowa.

To get a visual of the conversion process from
a mutual to a mutual insurance holding com*(35B C5.%55')'(.5.)5-./35#!,'5
A. Notice in particular that the mutual starts out
as one entity and splits into several components.
When reorganizing from a mutual to a MIHC
you are transforming the life insurance company from a mutual to a stock company complete with new stock incorporation documents
and becomes a downstream company from the
MIHC as we see illustrated at the bottom right
How Mutual Insurance Companies Really Work

of Diagram A. The MIHC itself, as shown at
the top right of Diagram A, is not a life insurance company, but it is regulated like one. The
MIHC is a general-purpose corporation with
specific attributes important to the MIHC
structure, which we will discuss in greater detail
later in this series. At this point in our study it is
only important to realize that this type of state
,!/&.#)(5)(55()(7#(-/,(5(.#.35#-55/(#+/5
feature existing nowhere else in corporate structures.
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Ownership, Membership, and
Policy Rights
To gain insight on how the MIHC is able
to retain its mutuality notice carefully how the
newly split company separates these important
characteristics. The ownership and member-"#*5,#!".-5B."-5,5."5,#!".-5.".5&&)15."5

What is so crucial in this entire set-up is that
."5 5'/-.5.5&&5.#'-5,.#(5kgz5) 5."5
“voting control” of the downstream life insurance stock company. This element is a legal pre,+/#-#.5.".5#-5-.,#.&35( ),535-..5,!/lators. The language on the state books is very
specific and makes it clear that it is—“majority”
voting control. At first glance it’s easy to think

What a great way to—have your cake and eat it too.
policyholder to vote for the board of directors,
1".",5.)5'/./&#45),5().65),5 ),55',!,C5
')05 (5 -/-+/(.&35 ,-#5 #(5 ."5
85
Ļ5 *)&#35 )(.,./&5 ,#!".-5 B."-5 ,5 ."5
rights found in the policy itself and written out
#(5."5*)&#35)(.,.C5!)5(.#,&35.)5."5-.)%5
company. If you started out as a policyholder of
the original mutual company at conversion you
would become a policyholder of the stock company, but simultaneously you would also become
an owner and member of the MIHC. What a
great way to—have your cake and eat it too.
How Mutual Insurance Companies Really Work

that this fifty-one percent is all about favoring
policyholders, but from the view of management
that majority control is more akin to “takeover
protection.” If you are a small mutual and you
demutualize, the chances of being gobbled up
by a conglomerate increase a hundredfold. So
#(5Ŀ.5."#-5kgz5%*-5."'5 ,)'5)'#(!55
takeover target. Nobody can own a MIHC and
nobody can take one over simply because it is
controlled by the policyholders. So in effect this
mandatory majority voting control does serve
dual important purposes.m
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Although the MIHC, unlike a mutual, is able
.)5ŀ&5 ),5(5 5B#(#.#&5*/&#5)Ŀ,#(!C5."#-5#-5
not always exercised. It can issue shares of stock
of the life insurance company itself, or it can do it
through the Intermediate holding company we
see illustrated in Diagram A. Like the MIHC,
the “intermediate holding company” is also a
general-purpose corporation. Typically if shares
are offered to the public it will be done from
this intermediate entity with money flowing in
and out of here. More importantly, if the IPO
,)/.5#-5")-(65-..5,!/&.),-5,+/#,5.".5#(5

/,.#)(65/*5.)5gff53,-5),5&)(!,850#)/-&365
this is a critically important piece of the MIHC
structure that we must all know about. In Part
II of this LMR series we will walk through the
various aspects of this very important responsibility.

Conclusion
Competition has heightened in the financial
services industry, margins have tightened, and

The total dividends distributed to the policies inside the closed block
are ultimately determined by its experience rather than the discretion of
management.
fairness to policyholders a “closed block” must
be established prior to the IPO. None of the
closed block assets may be transferred to the
shareholders and the total dividends distributed
to the policies inside the closed block are ultimately determined by its experience rather than
the discretion of management.n Furthermore,
these closed blocks tend to be very long-term in
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the demand for capital has increased. Along
with this, the globalization of financial services
has brought about significant changes to the insurance sector and especially to the mutual life
company. Although the MIHC infrastructure
is not new, it is certainly a topic that is rarely
discussed by insurance company personnel, financial professionals, and life insurance agents.
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...yet we owe it to them (the general public) to keep them fully informed
especially if they are practicing IBC.
It should come as no surprise that this is so. In
reality many financial professionals may be unknowingly selling or possibly own policies they
think are from a mutual company when they
are actually issued by a mutual holding company. Obviously, members of the general public
would not even know where to begin the discussion, yet we owe it to them to keep them fully
informed especially if they are practicing IBC.
Though we are fast approaching the last vestiges of the great mutual of long ago, we should
be fully cognizant of the fact that we are in midstream of a developing new and more flexible
mutual device with greater adaptability to our
changing economic environment. It’s a good
thing Nelson Nash said you could still practice
IBC with some stock companies because many
of us are and it still works great.o In view of
these newer developments, our chief concern is
to continue to provide superior education to all
of our Practitioners and their clients because at

the end of the day, it is the public who is the
lifeblood of the insurance industry. Give them
%()1&!&5 (5 +/&#ŀ5 ŀ((#&5 *,) -sionals to work with and the public will respond
with continued support of the life insurance industry for many more centuries to come.
)/5 (5 ŀ(5 +/&#ŀ5 *,) --#)(&-5 ",95
http://www.infinitebanking.org/finder/
or
wherever you see this important seal of authorization:

 ,(-

g8g8 # 5(5&."5 (-/,(5gi."5#.#)(65 ((."5&%65 ,85(5,)&58555%#**,65 ,865)*3,#!".5hfff5,(.#5&&65 (865**,5
&6515 ,-35fmjkn85!5kmm
h8,''7 "7&#&35.65#%#*#5,.#&85)0',5hm65hfgi5j9kf8 865"..*9II(81#%#*#8),!I1#%#I,''zhznfzoi "zh
znfzoi&#&3K.
i8Ļ5(.,5 ),5 (-/,(5)&#35(5-,"65..5) 5."5 # 5 (-/,(5 (/-.,395 '*&#.#)(-5) 5 (/-.,35,(-6551"#.5**,5,*),.5
35((5,-..5(5--)#.-65/!/-.5hfgi855"..*9II1118(#8),!I
j8/!/-.5hfgi65 7 
k8 # 5(5&."5 (-/,(7&%65%#**,65!5kmo
l85)/,.-35) 5#&&%#5,,5;5&&!",65 65&#(.5 '),(/'555)0',5go65hfgi65^15),%5(.-5 15.)5&&)15'&&,5 /./&5
# 5 (-/,,-5.)5),!(#45-5 /./&5)&#(!5)'*(#-8_5/."),-65&2(,5 85365),.585") -%35(5&&#-)(5 85'85--5
)0',5hm65hfgi5k9gh5*8'86511181#&&%#8)'
m815),%5((/&5 .#(!5) 5)#.35) 5./,#-5.),5gn7hg65goon95*.5)(5 /./&5)&#(!5)'*(#-5),65)&/'5hj65)85
i7)*3,#!".5gooo85 ),.),5(5),,65 Ŀ,3585%&3
n8 # 5(5&."5 (-/,(65&%7%#**,65!5knm8
o8)'#(!5)/,51(5(%,65Ļ5 (ŀ(#.5(%#(!5)(*.653585&-)(5-"65)*3,#!".5hfff65#,'#(!"'65&'7!5jh8
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